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Welcome to Romantic America 27, where we bring you the most extraordinary
experiences for couples to create timeless memories. In this edition, we will guide
you through the process of building the perfect pool in just five easy steps. Create
your own oasis of relaxation and entertainment right in your backyard!

Step 1: Planning

Before diving into the pool construction, careful planning is essential. Evaluate
the available space, consider the desired pool size and shape, and explore
various design options. Make sure to keep in mind the atmosphere you want to
achieve, whether it's a tranquil retreat or a lively entertainment hub.
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Step 2: Budgeting

Determining your budget is crucial to ensure your pool project stays on track.
Research the costs of materials, permits, labor, and additional features you may
want to include, such as a spa or waterfall. By setting a realistic budget, you can
make informed decisions that will ultimately result in a stunning pool that doesn't
break the bank.

Step 3: Construction

Once you have done your planning and secured your budget, it's time to bring
your pool to life. Hire a reputable pool contractor who can handle the construction
process efficiently. From excavation to plumbing and electrical work, trust the
professionals to create a structurally sound and beautiful pool that exceeds your
expectations.

Step 4: Customization
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Now that the main structure is in place, it's time to add your personal touch.
Choose from a wide range of finishes, including tiles, pebbles, or even luxurious
marbles. Don't forget to incorporate lighting options and landscaping elements
that complement the surrounding environment. Tailoring your pool to your
preferences will elevate your outdoor space to the next level.

Step 5: Maintenance

Once your dream pool is complete, regular maintenance is essential to keep it in
pristine condition. Invest in quality pool equipment, such as filters and cleaners,
and establish a routine maintenance schedule. Ensuring proper chemical balance
and regular inspections will not only preserve the beauty of your pool but also
guarantee a safe and enjoyable swimming experience for years to come.
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Creating the perfect pool in just five easy steps is a reality that you can achieve
with careful planning, a realistic budget, skilled construction, customization, and
consistent maintenance. Your backyard oasis awaits, providing you and your
loved ones with countless joyous moments and the ultimate relaxation at the
heart of Romantic America.

So what are you waiting for? Dive in and take the plunge into your dream pool
today!
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“Just the facts Mamn.. just the facts.”

As I know there are people out there who just want to know “How To Take Care
Of Their Pool” and don’t necessarily want information outside that realm, this
Abridged Version - which features the first 5 chapters of the book, may be for you.

• Learn ALL the maintenance tasks required to keep your pool working at peak
efficiency and in Perfect Condition! Save $50.00 - $150.00+ a month just by
following simple directions!
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This “Abridged” version is SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED AS AN E-PUB with
functionality and easy-to-use references at your fingertips.

Using state-of-the-art E-Pub technology, there is a comprehensive index, cross-
references that take you to specific pages when necessary, and direct links to
pool equipment websites.

In it, you will find the first 4 chapters of the book that feature complete guidance
on how to easily clean and care for a swimming pool in Five Easy Steps by using
the EZ Clear Pool Care System™: They are:

Chapter 1) How To Understand Your Pool
Chapter 2) Swimming Pool Filters
Chapter 3) Pumps & Adjustments
Chapter 4) Pool Chemistry
Chapter 5) How To Clean Your Pool.

However, For A Few Dollars More, you can get the full version and receive
extensive information on:

Chapter 6) Automated Floor Vacuums
Chapter 7) Pool Safety
Chapter 8) Automatic Controls & Salt Systems
Chapter 9) Heating Your Pool
Chapter 10) How To Have The Perfect Pool.

• Plus... take your pool experience to a different level by reading two GREAT
chapters titled:



Chapter 11) Splash! Having Fun With Your Pool
Chapter 12) Romancing Your Pool

You will learn Techniques, Methods and Technology so your pool will ALWAYS be
in Perfect Condition!

•• Can’t find the paperback or complete Kindle version? Just search for I Love My
Pool and it shows up!

Whichever version you choose, I promise you will not come away disappointed!

With hopes of a “Crystal Clear Pool”; I personally warrant this product to be of
quality and integrity ~ Ken Christensen

About The Author

Ken Christensen, author, artist and entrepreneur, developed the Romantic
America Travel Book Series in 1990. In 2003 he researched swimming pool
maintenance by working for a large pool company. I Love My Pool is the result of
years of personal experience combined with information gained from numerous
pool care experts.
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